Messages for Moles - updated as info comes in.
* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *
Mole #13 - Is it good to know he is talked about and not regarded very highly in the work place
either? Will they name the bridge after him for him to move on as his resume must
be nearly full for him to get the CEO position he is so much after? Good luck to
them, will they need it?
Mole # 46 – Thanks for that about the “Old Boys”
Mole # 37 - Interesting that is their attitude towards members of the public. You will have my
support to publically embarrass them. 24 June 2011.
Mole # 12 - Thanks for the latest inside info on the Clown Factory planned for the Town Basin.
Yes things are certainly flying for this project. 23 June 2011.
Mole # 14 - Thanks for the info on facebook about the stopover in Hong Kong of our 'leader on
holiday'. 7th June 2011.
Mole # 17 - Thanks for the information in relation to a councillor having a parking infringement
that was issued to his wife and it subsequently being cancelled. Copy of email was
not that clear but we will wait & see what BS they try to cover it up with. Yes you
are right, the councillor, head man and departmental manager should all be gone.
What else is being diddled? What with lack of due diligence issues and
un-signed contracts the mind boggles. Oh yes they have a good money tree. They
think the ratepayers are walking EFTPOS machines. 13May2011.
Mole # 38 - Thanks for the info on the Christmas Greetings email. Yes, in my opinion it should
be made public soon so people can see what they voted for. Great to hear the
Sunday media and TV are showing interest, but I think it should be leaked locally
first. 11May2011.
Mole # 13 - Thanks for the information regarding 'THE CRATE'. Its so good having a 'Johnny on
the Spot'.
Mole # 9 - Thanks again for the info. I have heard similar from 3 different sources now and its
becoming more and more clear of the tack they are on. The financials aren't looking
great and it is envisaged approx 14% increase in rates so, so much for the
helmsman.
Mole # 11 - I don't believe you have photos of the Mayor in the Spa pool. But if you do I am
happy to have them on this website. JPEG files would be great as easier to upload
to both Website & Youtube. Could these be great for next years Xmas cards? Ho
Ho Ho.
Mole # 13 - Thanks again for your assistance and receiving accurate information enabling me to

get it word for word. Thanks for the photo of your BOSS.
Mole # 9 - Thanks.The rumour mill is rampant at the moment. There are many leaks. Could be
a sign of lack of cohesion until things settle down and people know who they are
able to TRUST. Could there be orders for stab-proof vests in consideration the way
things are presently going in both camps.

Mole # 7 - Received the latest in the mail. Pretty damming evidence. I will get hold of you know
who and see if I can get an original.
Mole # 13 - Thanks ,yes it is on the sheet supplied.
Mole # 33 (7) - Need more details on ownership. Please make contact.... confidentiality is
assured.
Mole # 2 - Wow M13 came through with excellent info and it is checking out accurate. Could
be real embarrassing during the campaign for the Godfather. Lets see if they can
wriggle out of this one. (Things aren't good on the inside)
Mole # 19 - More info needed on the building sale as I was aware of another one but not that
one.
Mole # 13 - Thanks , I know its tricky as some could put two and two together, but thanks for
trying.
Mole # 2 - Yes I am aware there some other emails and from other people, I am meeting with
M13, to collect evidence hot off the press.
Mole # 33 - How about some more details on ownership to help put the zig-saw together.

Mole # 7 (original) - Thats o.k. I knew you wouldn't have been happy losing your 007 Mr Bond.
Mole # 13 - Thanks for your assistance. its so good having someone on the scene.
Mole # 16 - Thanks for that, I am aware of the source of the email.
Mole # 7 (latest) - Thanks for info. Will have to renumber you Mole # 33 if thats o.k. to avoid
confusion with another. As above confidentiality is assured. (I have not & will
not expose the identity of any informants as it is important to have total trust in each
other. All others have met or talked over coffee.
Do not use emails or telephones at work as you know all too well they can be
monitored or exposed) It would be nice to gain more info on your points.
Please make contact as I have started an investigation on your points.

